Stereo matching is the key step in estimating depth from two or more images. Recently, some tree-based non-local stereo matching methods [22, 12] have been proposed, which achieved state-of-the-art performance. The algorithms employed some tree-structures to aggregate cost and thus improved the performance and reduced the coputation load of the stereo matching. However, the computational complexity of these tree-based algorithms is still high because they search over the entire disparity range. In addition, the extreme greediness of the minimum spanning tree (MST) causes the poor performance in large areas with similar colors but varying disparities. In this paper, we propose an efficient stereo matching method using a hierarchical disparity prediction (HDP) framework to dramatically reduce the disparity search range so as to speed up the tree-based non-local stereo methods. Our disparity prediction scheme works on a graph pyramid derived from an image whose disparity to be estimated. We utilize the disparity of a upper graph to predict a small disparity range for the lower graph. Some independent disparity trees (DT) are generated to form a disparity prediction forest (HDPF) over which the cost aggregation is made. When combined with the state-of-the-art tree-based methods, our scheme not only dramatically speeds up the original methods but also improves their performance by alleviating the second drawback of the tree-based methods. This is partially because our DTs overcome the extreme greediness of the MST. Extensive experimental results on some benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our framework. For example, the segment-tree based stereo matching becomes about 25.57 times faster and 2.2% more accurate over the Middlebury 2006 full-size dataset [8] .
Introduction
Stereo matching has been one of the most challenging problems in computer vision. It takes as input two images that are taken from different views of a single scene, in a manner similar to human binocular vision, and matches pixels in the two images to obtain their visual disparities. Then, the depth information can be extracted from the disparity (which is inversely proportional to the depth).
A variety of binocular stereo matching algorithms have been proposed in recent years. Generally, the stereo matching methods can be divided into two broad categories: global and local [18] .
Global algorithms compute the disparity of each pixel by using the disparity estimates of all the other pixels. These methods can typically be formulated as an energyminimization problem and can be solved with some optimization techniques. The estimated disparity can be obtained as a optimal solution to the energy function. Typical optimization approaches include graph cut [10] , loopy belief propagation [4, 23] and dynamic programming [1, 3, 20] . However, these methods achieve high accuracy at the expense of long runtime and large memory space. Therefore, it is difficult to apply them in practice even with the help of GPU (graphics processing unit) [24] .
Local algorithms, on the other hand, are of much higher efficiency. In local methods, the disparity of each pixel only relies on a local support window instead of the whole image. The local algorithms are also considered as the cost-aggregation-based methods [9, 28, 15, 11, 27] . Generally, they contain four steps: 1) matching cost computation, where the dissimilarity (cost) of corresponding pair of pixels is computed for all possible disparities; 2) cost aggregation, where the matching cost is aggregated over a support window around each pixel to reduce noise; 3) disparity computation, where for each pixel, an optimal disparity with the lowest aggregated cost is selected as the estimated disparity value, the winner-takes-all scheme is often adopted; 4) disparity refinement, which further improves the accuracy of disparities. The local methods are usually less accurate than the global ones.
To improve the accuracy of the local methods, Yoon and Kweon [26] proposed a local weighting approach.Instead of using square windows with uniform weights, the weighting technique aggregates matching cost over a window based on color similarity and spatial distance, resembling of a joint bilateral filter. Let C(x, d) denote the cost function of pixel x at disparity d, and C A (x, d) denote the aggregated cost function. C A (x i , d) of pixel x i is usually expressed as a convex combination of C(x j , d) over a window centered at
where the weight w ij is given by
and x is the pixel coordinate and I is the intensity or color of the image, σ s and σ r are two parameters to control the similarities contributed by spatial and intensity relations, respectively. K i is a normalized parameter such that j w ij = 1.
Since then, many bilateral filters [19, 25, 13] have been used to further improve the accuracy. However, the full-kernel implementation of the bilateral filter is still slow.
To further accelerate the bilateral filter, a number of approximation approaches have been proposed. Paris and Durand proposed a fast bilateral filter [13] implemented on GPU. Porikli developed an O(1) bilateral filter [14] . However, their accuracy is lower than that of the full-kernel implementation [16] . He et al. [7] developed the guided image filter for stereo matching. Its runtime is linear in the number of image pixels and was demonstrated to outperform all the other local methods on Middlebury datasets [17] on both efficiency and accuracy [15] .
Recently, Yang proposed a non-local cost aggregation approach [22] , which is faster and more accurate than the guided image filter. This algorithm combines the advantages of both the local and the global methods. The reference image is treated as a 4-connected undirected planar graph where each pixel corresponds to a node and each pair of neighboring pixels is connected by an edge. A minimum spanning tree (MST) is built based on the weight (color similarity between neighboring pixels) of each edge. For each pair of nodes, their shortest distance on the MST decides their similarity. The method aggregates the matching cost over the constructed MST structure. Specifically, the weight between a pair of neighboring pixels r and s is w(r, s) = |I(r) − I(s)|
When a minimum spanning tree (MST) has been computed from the graph, the similarity between two pixels is defined in terms of the MST by the length of their shortest path in the MST. Let D(i, j) denote the distance of two pixels x i and x j in the MST, the similarity (weight) w ij between them is given by
where σ is a parameter. With these weights, the cost aggregation on the MST is conducted using Eq. (1). As demonstrated in [22] , the MST-based stereo matching outperfoms all the local methods. Based on the MST, segment-tree (ST) [12] further incorporates segmentation technique into the MST framework and has be shown to achieve better performance.
MST and ST are recognized as non-local methods as every pixel can receive supports from all the other pixels in the whole image. Their support windows can be freely extended by making pixels of similar colors close on the tree. They overcome the drawbacks of traditional local stereo algorithms in selecting eligible support windows. Besides, a linear time exact algorithm is proposed to aggregate the matching cost over the tree structure, where only 2 addition/subtraction operations and 3 multiplication operations are required for each pixel at each possible disparity [22] . This is very close to the complexity of the most efficient unnormalized box filtering using integral image [21] so it sharply decreases the complexity of edge-aware filter and the cost aggregation.
However, there are still two disadvantages in these treebased algorithms.
1. The computational complexity of the tree-based algorithms is still high because they search over the entire disparity range.
2. The extreme greediness of MST causes its poor performance in large areas with similar colors but varying disparities since pixels in these areas are joined too close to discern their disparity differences.
The drawbacks of such high computation cost and greediness of the tree-based algorithms motivate us to propose new strategies to reduce the disparity search range and improve the accuracy as well. The main idea of our method is to construct a hierarchical disparity prediction framework, based on image pyramid, that can predict a small disparity interval within which the true disparity falls with high probability so that the high computation cost can be largely reduced. Moreover, the predicted disparity intervals help to better segment the image. So unlike typical stereo matching methods which use color similarity to approximate disparity similarity, our segmentation uses disparity similarity directly, and thus gives rise to higher accuracy.
Hierarchical Disparity Prediction
Although the tree-base non-local stereo matching methods MST and ST achieved better performance than the traditional methods, they still suffer from some drawbacks as stated in Section 1. Particularly the computation efficiency is a bottleneck for stereo matching in real applications, especially when the image is of big size. The time complexity of the tree-based stereo marching methods is O(nd) where n is the number of pixels in the image and d is the maximum possible disparity value. The focus of this paper is to reduce the complexity induced by large d by predicting disparity in a hierarchical way.
Some Key Observations
Our hierarchical disparity prediction (HDP) is based on a hierarchical graph pyramid structure.
First, we build two graph pyramids each for the left and right input image. A pyramid consists of L + 1 layers, two layers of it are shown in Fig. 1 . Each layer is represented by a standard 4-connected graph G l (V l , E l ) where V l is the set of nodes and E l is the set of edges connecting neighboring nodes, l = 0, . . . , L. The hierarchical graphs are constructed recursively from the lowest layer G 0 , which is the image itself. Fig. 1 illustrates how G l+1 is constructed from G l . G l is partitioned into nonoverlapping squares of size S × S and the S 2 nodes (i.e., pixels or superpixels)
2 ) in each square are merged into one bigger node (superpixel) p l+1 in G l+1 , whose intensity is calculated as the average intensity in the square:
where I(p) denotes the intensity of pixel (or superpixel) p. Let W l and H l be the width and height of the image in G l , respectively, d l be the maximum disparity in G l , and d 0 = d is the maximum disparity of the original image. Then, we have
, where · and · are the ceiling function and floor function, respectively, |A| denotes the number of elements in set A. Our approach proceeds in a top-down manner. We want to predict the disparity range of layer l from its upper layer l + 1. Let D l be the random variable of disparity in layer l, some key observations from the graph pyramid include:
the conditional probability P (D l+1 |D l ) follows some a.
b. Bowling1 Colth2 regular pattern: If the disparity D l in layer G l is δ, then the corresponding D l+1 in layer G l+1 densely concentrates around δ/S, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . This is because if in G l pixel p l in the left image with coordinates (x, y) corresponds to (x − δ, y) in the right image, then in G l+1 , their corresponding coordinates become ( x/S , y/S ) and ( (x − δ)/S , y/S ).
The conditional probabilities
are very similar, where j/S is the mode, see Fig. 3 . It can be seen that these distributions can be well modeled by Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
Given the disparity of pixel D (p)
l+1 in the higher layer, the possible range of p
in layer l can be faithfully predicted. Fig. 4 (column 2) depicts the probability distributions P (D l |D l+1 ) (l = 0, 1). We found that the probability is large only within a small area around the diagonal direction.
These observations reveal that the disparities of the consecutive layers are closely correlated. This motivates us to develop an algorithm that first computes disparities in a higher layer l + 1 (which is faster and more robust), then predicts disparities in a lower layer l. Thus, the huge computation effort in the lower layer can be dramatically reduced. Also, these observations motivate us to propose an Bayesian prediction model [2] for our HDP.
Hierarchical Disparity Prediction Model
In this subsection, we present out hierarchical disparity prediction model (HDPM). We compute the conditional probability of D l given D l+1 by the Bayes' theorem as where P (D l+1 |D l ) can be modeled by GMM and P (D l ) is approximated by sampling approach. Since the disparity takes discrete integer values, the probability can be written in matrix form,
where the bold letter denotes matrices, the (i, j)-th elements of the first two matrices are defined as P (D l = j|D l+1 = i) and P (D l+1 = i|D l = j), respectivelty, and the thrid matrix is
Now we address the problem of modeling P (D l+1 |D l ) by GMM. Consider the conditional probability P (D
is a pixel at level l, p is a pixel at level l + 1, and o is assumed to be the offset
we can assume that the two events D
Therefore, if we can obtain the distribution vector
and model it by a GMM, then we can shift the vector of GMM distribution and concatenate them to obtain the matrix P(D l+1 |D l ). In our experiment later, we randomly selected half of images from the Middleburry 2006 dataset [8] to form training dataset to train a GMM. After training by EM [2] , we obtain the parameters: the mean vectors µ l , the standard deviation σ l and the mixing coefficients π l . Therefore, the GMM distribution for G l , GMM l , is defined as
From this, we can generate the matrix P(D l+1 |D l ) whose (i, j)-th element is
Stereo Matching based on HDP
In this section, we integrate our HDP to the tree-based stereo mathching methods. Fig.5 illustrates the overall procedure of the proposed hierarchical aggregation strategy. The process goes top-down from layer G L to G 0 and the final disparity is obtained from layer G 0 (the input image itself). The procedure in each layer can be summarized into three main steps: 1) pixel-wise disparity interval prediction; 2) disparity prediction forest (HDPF) construction; 3) matching cost aggregation over HDPF.
Pixel-wise Disparity Interval Prediction
This step focuses on predicting a smaller disparity interval P ixelIntv for each pixel using our HDPM. Initially, the disparity interval for each pixel p L at the highest layer
L . For each layer 0 ≤ l ≤ L − 1, we need to compute P(D l ) and P(D l+1 |D l ), and then calculate P(D l |D l+1 ) using Eq. (6). To compute P(D l ), we sample a set of pixels and calculate their disparities to obtain the approximate distribution. Specifically, we partition G l into 5×5 nonoverlapping squares, and use the method in [5] to calculate the disparity for the center of each square and find the stable pixels by left-to-right consistency check [5] . Since the disparities of stable pixels are reliable, we approximate disparity distribution P(D l ) of all pixels in V l by the disparity distribution of these pixels. P(D l+1 |D l ) can be modeled by GMM l as described above. Finally, we normalize each row of P(D l+1 |D l )P(D l ) to get P(D l |D l+1 ) as shown in Eq. (6) .
Next, given D
where δ l is a threshold parameter and c = j P(i, j) for
is the sum of the probabilities of disparities that have been selected so far. We can see that when c is small at the begining, an index is easy to be added to the disparity interval, but as c becomes larger, an index becomes harder to be added.
HDP Forest Construction and Tree-wise Disparity Interval Calculation
To enable aggregation over pixels with similar disparity intervals, we need to merge pixels with similar disparity intervals into subtrees as shown in fig. 2 (Each different color represents a different subtree). Such a subtree is called a Disparity Tree (DT). Therefore, we are actually performing depth-based segmentation. Each DT represents a region with similar disparities. In each layer l, we use T reeIntv(DT l,i ) to denote tree-wise disparity interval of DT l,i , where DT l,i is the ith DT in layer l. The tree-wise disparity interval for DT l,i is simply defined as the union of the pixel-wise disparity intervals of the pixels in DT l,i . These tree-wise disparity intervals are exactly the ones we use to replace the full allowed disparity range in search of disparity. There are two advantages of using DT and tree-wise disparity intervals instead of pixelwise ones: 1) Pixels in the same DT share the same treewise disparity intervals, and therefore, their cost aggregation can be carried out together over the same disparity candidates. 2) Pixels in different DT's (and thus having dissimilar disparities) are supposed to be disconnected in the graph, which guarantees no impact between them when we aggregate matching cost. We call the set of independent DT's HDP F l = {DT l,1 , DT l,2 , . . . DT l,n l } as the hierarchical disparity prediction forest (HDPF) in layer l.
In a general spanning tree algorithm, there are two rules, called Rule 1 and Rule 2. Rule 1 is the rule to pick an edge from all the candidates in the input graph G (e.g., pick the edge of the minimum weight from the rest edges in MST). Rule 2 decides whether an edge should be added in the spanning tree (e.g., the two ends of the edge are not already in the same tree in MST).
Our HDPF construction is implemented by adding two rules: DT-Rule 1 and DT-Rule 2, which take disparity information into account when we build HDPF. Our HDPF construction and tree-wise disparity interval calculation algorithm proceeds in three stages:
Initialization: Calculate the weight of the edges e(p l ,
where I(p l ) and I(q l ) represent the intensity of the pixel p l and q l in G l as in [22] . An initial disparity tree DT (p) l is created and the tree-wise disparity interval is initialized as the pixel-wise disparity interval at that pixel.
Selecting edges: We apply DT-Rule 1 to remove undesired edges selected by Rule 1. DT-Rule 1 is stated as: for two neighboring pixels p l and q l , if
then the edge connecting them will be discarded.
Merging trees: Two DTs are merged into a bigger DT if both Rule 2 and DT-Rule 2 are satisfied. DT-Rule 2 is stated as: for two DTs DT
where β is a threshold parameter, then they are merged into a new DT DT (p,q) l . And at the same time, the T reeIntv is updated by the union operation, i.e.,
T reeIntv(DT
(p,q) l ) = T reeIntv(DT p l )∪T reeIntv(DT q l ) (13)
Matching Cost Aggregation Over HDPF
Like many other popular cost aggregation strategies, this step goes into four stages: 1) pixel-wise matching cost computation; 2) cost aggregation; 3) disparity computation and 4) disparity refinement. However, unlike existing methods, we implement the first three stages over the generated HDPF within each DT independently.
In our method, the pixel-wise matching cost will be hierarchially refined layer by layer according to the generated HDPF and the tree-wise disparity intervals. The new matching cost for each pixel p l at disparity x ∈ [0, d l ] in layer G l can be expressed as: x) is the pixel-based matching cost proposed in [15] . It calculates the truncated absolute color difference in terms of RGB and the gradient in horizontal direction at the matching points.
As is shown in Eq. (14), the matching cost will not be updated for all the disparity candidates, but only for those that fall into the corresponding tree-wise disparity interval of the pixels. The length of the path from p l to q l along HDP F l is defined as:
where p l and q l are in the same DT . The similarity S(p l , q l ) between pixels p l and q l is defined similarly as in [22] :
where γ is a constant to adjust the similarity.
The aggregated cost C(p l , x) for each pixel p l in layer G l at disparity label x is:
Obviously, the similarity is 0 if two pixels are in the different DTs. This is because there would be no path to connect pixels which are separated into different disparity regions and such pixels should have no impact on each other in cost aggregation. Hence, the cost aggregation happens in each DT (support region) independently. Finally, the disparity label that minimizes the overall aggregated cost for each pixel is thus chosen as its disparity, this is the so-called winnertakes-all scheme.
To avoid the effect of different refinement methods, we did not apply refinement methods in our experiments in the next section. However, the tree-based refinement methods, as proposed in [22, 12] , can be easily integrated into our framework to further improve the accuracy of initial disparity at each layer.
Experiments

Datasets and Experiment settings
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed hierarchical disparity prediction model on three datasets: Middlebury [8] , KITTI [6] and a low-quality image dataset we collected, which include both laboratory, real-world and low-quality images.
We combine our hierarchical disparity prediction model with the MST [22] , ST [12] algorithms. We also present a random spanning tree (RT) algorithm, where we randomly shuffle the edges and use the union-find algorithm to generate a random spanning tree over which the cost is aggregated. We find that sometimes RT outperforms MST and ST. We discover that MST [22] and ST [12] both apply a median filter before building their trees, which degrades their accuracy. For fair comparison, we remove the median filter in ST, MST, RT, and their HDP versions (HDP+MST, HDP+ST and HDP+RT) and denote the versions with the filter as M+*.
Middlebury: Middlebury is the most widely-used dataset for stereo matching. We select Middelbury 2006 datasets [8] which contain overall 21 test images with all ground truth disparity maps available in three resolutions: third size (width: 443∼463, height: 370), half size (width: 665∼695, height: 555) and full size (width:1240∼1396, height:1110).
KITTI: The KITTI dataset [6] is a new dataset captured by driving around Karlsruhe, in its rural areas and on highways, and is used in the mobile robotics and autonomous driving research. In our experiments, we select a large KITTI subset (453 frames, each of resolution 1242×375) of the "2011 09 26 drive 0009" sequence that contains mostly "car" objects.
Low-quality dataset: We capture our own datasets within an urban area using two regular web cameras (resolution: 640 × 480). Illumination deviation exists in these image pairs due to environment conditions (e.g. sunlight). Non-textured regions occupy more than half of the image for some test cases. 267 image pairs from more than twenty different scene categories are selected to evaluate performance The images are pre-processed only by rectification.
Throughout the experiments, we set S = 2, L = 3, δ l = δ 0 S l . For large images in KITTI [6] and Middlebury's full-size images [8] , we set δ 0 = 0.004, β = 0.95. For small images in Low-quality dataset and half-size images [8] , δ 0 = 0.064, β = 0.6.
Computational Efficiency Comparisons
We define the ratio between the length of average disparity search range using HDP and G l 's complete disparity
to measure the computational efficiency of our HDPM. The results are presented in table 1, we can see that the average search ratio is narrowed down layer by layer. On average, HDPM can reduce the search range to about one-tenth of the original algorithms for half-size images and about one-twentieth for the full-size images. 
Performance Comparisons
This subsection quantitatively evaluates the accuracy of the three tree-based algorithms and their HDP versions.
Performance on Middlebury The algorithms are tested on 17 pairs of half-size images and 17 pairs of full-size images from the Middlebury 2006 dataset [8] . Following standard practice, we evaluate the error rate in non-occluded regions under two metrics: err ≥ 1 and err ≥ 2 consider a pixel erroreous if its estimated disparity differs from the ground truth by greater than or equal to 1 or 2 pixels, respectively. Table 2 compares the error rate of each treebased algorithm with its HDP and M+* versions on the 17 full-size images under err ≥ 2 metrics. Table 3 summarizes their average error rate under both metrics on both half-size and full-size images. Each HDP version achieves lower average error rate than the original one. Especially, HDP versions' error rates are is 2.2%, 2.2% and 4.9% (err ≥ 2) lower than MST, ST and RT on full-size images. Also note that HDP+RT achieves the lowest error on both half-size and full-size images under err ≥ 2 metric. Table 3 . Average error rates. Fig.7 presents the disparity maps obtained by different methods. Pixels with erroneous disparities are marked red and pixels in occluded regions are marked black. It can be seen that HDP-based algorithms achieve better accuracy in the less-textured regions where the tree-based algorithms fail. This is because: 1) evaluating the disparities in textureless regions on smaller images is easier and the more accurate disparity information is propagated down from the smallest layer to the largest one in our hierarchical graph pyramid structure; 2) the DTs well segment the graph according to disparity similarity directly; 3) each DT is small enough to maintain detail information for preserving sharp depth discontinuities, and yet is large enough to contain as many pixels as possible with similar disparity intervals; 4) Performance on KITTI The experiments in [6] show that methods with high ranking on established benchmarks such as Middlebury are ineffective in the real scenes due to the complex structured environments and large nontextured regions. In order to further evaluate the performance, we demonstrated our approach on KITTI benchmark for real-world images. Fig. 8 presents the disparity maps for a typical high resolution imagery from KITTI. The results indicate less noise in the disparity maps calculated by our algorithm but the original tree-based methods fail due to the lack of texture, especially in large non-texture regions (e.g. sky and roads). The complete results over the KITTI "2011 09 26 drive 0009" sequence can be found in the supplementary materials.
Performance on Low-quality dataset It is also crucial to evaluate the proposed method with low quality images. Fig.9 presents the disparity maps computed by the MST, ST and their HDP versions for a typical low quality images. The proposed aggregation strategy reduces the influence of low image quality since more accurate disparity maps are computed. Compared with MST and ST, there is less noise in the disparity maps generated by our method on the large non-textured regions.
Conclusion
This paper aims to reduce the computation cost of treebased stereo matching algorithms caused by the large disparity search range. We propose a hierarchical disparity prediction model to significantly reduce the disparity interval, which predicts the disparity of the lower layer graph from that of the upper layer in a graph pyramid constructed from the original image. Some independent disparity trees are constructed from pixels with similar disparity vlaues in each layer. The cost aggregartion is conducted on the disparity trees. The proposed hierarchical disparity prediction model can be easily incoporated into the existing tree-based stereo mathcing frameworks and compared to the original algorithms, the ones combining our hierarchical disparity prediction are not only more efficient but also improve depth estimation results. Moreover, this framework also removes the negative effect of image's low quality on the result to some extent. This amazing performance is achieved by predicting credible disparity intervals, which not only allow the computation to be carried out within small intervals, but also well segment the graph based on the disparities. Smaller disparity intervals give rise to the speedup, and the depth-based segmentation leads to the higher accuracy.
To sum up, our contributions include three parts:
